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ABSTRACT 
This paper addresses the problem of establishing upper bounds for the norm of 
the nth power of square matrices. The focus is on upper bounds that are valid for 
families of matrices of finite, but nonuniformly bounded, order. Such upper bounds 
are relevant to the stability analysis of numerical methods for solving differential 
equations. In the famous Kreiss matrix theorem a condition, on the resolvent of 
matrices, occurs which implies that the norm of the nth power does not grow faster 
than linearly with n. In this paper a slightly stronger version of this resolvent condition 
is studied, which is often satisfied in cases of practical interest. We prove that this 
version implies growth at a rate that is essentially lower than in the case of the 
classical Kreiss resolvent condition. We consider also a condition, on the iterated 
resolvent of matrices, which is related to one of the assumptions occurring in the 
Hille-Yosida theorem. This condition is known to imply growth at a rate B(n”‘). We 
prove that, when a slightly stronger version of the iterated resolvent condition is in 
force, there is growth at a rate that is at most @(n 1’1, with 0 Q p < i. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Stability Estimates and Resolvent Conditions 
In the stability analysis of numerical processes one is often faced with the 
problem of estimating the norm of the nth powers of given s X s matrices B. 
Stable numerical processes are distinguished by the property that the norm of 
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Bn-as a function of n-does not grow at a faster rate than some power of 
n, say n I’. The case p = 0 corresponds to what sometimes is called strong 
stability, and p > 0 to weak stability; see e.g. Richtmyer and Morton (1967). 
In this paper we deal with two conditions guaranteeing that the norm of 
B” behaves as is required for stability. Both conditions will involve the 
so-called re,solvent (lZ - B1-l of B. Here 5 is a complex variable, and Z 
denotes the s X s identity matrix. In formulating our resolvent conditions we 
denote by II*11 an arbitrary norm on the vector space C,‘sS of all complex 
s x s matrices. Further, W stands for a subset of the unit disk D = { 5 : 5 E C 
with 15 I < l}, and d( 5, W > = in41 4’ - 5 I : 5 E W} denotes the distance 
from l E @ to W. 
Our first condition on the resolvent of B requires that a constant L exist 
such that 
51 - B is invertible, and I(( 51 - B)P’ll < Ld( l,W)-’ 
for all 5 E @ \ W. (1.1) 
We shall refer to this as the Kreiss resolvent condition with respect to W, 
with constant L. We use this terminology because one of the equivalent 
statements in the reputed Kreiss matrix theorem (see e.g. Richtmyer and 
Morton, 1967) is of the form (1.1) with W equal to the unit disk D. 
The condition (1.1) is known to imply the stability estimate 11 B”lI Q eZ,s 
(for all n > 1); cf. Dorsselaer et al. (1993), Spijker (1991), Wegert and 
Trefethen (1994). The fact that the upper bound eLs depends on the order s 
is immaterial in the classical situation where the B stand for so-called 
amplification matrices (see Richtmyer and Morton, 1967). These B are the 
Fourier transforms of solution operators of finite difference methods and are 
of faxed finite order s. But, in important cases (approximations to 
initial-boundary value problems with variable coefficients or time discretiza- 
tions to spectral methods) the matrices B stand for the numerical solution 
operators themselves. In such cases we have to deal with a family of matrices 
B of finite but nonuniformly bounded order s. In fact, the order of these 
matrices has to increase without bound if the error in the numerical approxi- 
mations is to approach zero. In such cases it would be desirable to have an 
upper bound for II B”ll that is independent of s. Accordingly, in this paper we 
focus, for given L and W, on upper bounds that may depend only on n and 
are valid uniformly for all B E @“3 ‘, s > 1, satisfying (1.1). 
Under the condition (l.l), we have the integral representation 
B” = &l,i”( 5Z- Wl d5, 
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where r is the positively oriented circle 1 C 1 = 1 + l/n (see e.g. Dowson, 
1978). Using the inequality from (l.l), with W equal to the unit disk, the 
norm of the above integral can easily be estimated so as to get 
llB”11 < 4Ln (for II 2 1). 
The exponent p = 1 of this weak stability estimate is essentially best possible 
when the general condition (1.1) is in force with W = D; see Dorsselaer et al. 
(19931, Kraaijevanger (1994). The question poses itself of whether weak 
stability with p < 1, or even strong stability, can be proved under slightly 
stronger conditions on B [a similar question was also raised in Gorelick and 
Kranzer (1976), Tadmor (1986)]. 
In the present paper we address this question. We shall deal with a 
version of (1.1) which is stronger than the classical resolvent condition, as 
occurring in the Kreiss matrix theorem, in that W is strictly contained in the 
unit disk (i.e., W c D and W # D). In view of applications of stability 
estimates to actual numerical processes, we still allow W to have a finite 
number of points in common with the unit circle I( / = 1. 
The second resolvent condition which we deal with in this paper reads 
51 - B is invertible, and ll(lI - B)-‘!II < Ld(l, W)-” 
whenever [ E C \ W and k > 1. (1.2) 
We shall refer to this as the Hille-Yosida resoluent condition with respect to 
W, with constant L. The reason for this terminology lies in the fact that one 
of the equivalent statements in the famous Hille-Yosida theorem (see e.g. 
Pazy, 1983, p. 20) can be cast into the form (1.21, with W equal to a half 
plane{5:5E@withRe5~w}. 
The condition (1.2), with W equal to the unit disk D, implies the stability 
estimate 
11 B”ll < eLn’/” (for n > 1). 
This follows from the material in Bonsall and Duncan (1980, p. 41) in 
combination with Lenferink and Spijker (19901, or from Lubich and Nevan- 
linna (1991). The exponent p = i in this estimate is essentially sharp; see 
McCarthy (19931, D orsselaer et al. (1993). 
The question arises of whether estimates with p < $ are valid when the 
set W occurring in the resolvent condition (1.2) is strictly contained in the 
unit disk (and still contains points with modulus I{ I = 1). This question also 
will be studied in this paper. 
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1.2. Contents of the Paper 
In Section 2.1 we study a few geometric properties of certain sets W that 
are said to be of type q, where 0 < q < ~0. These sets are strictly contained 
in the unit disk D, and the contact between these sets and the unit circle is of 
order q. In Section 2.2 we elucidate the Kreiss resolvent condition with 
respect to such sets of type q, and we make some preparations that will be 
useful in deriving stability estimates from the Kreiss condition. Similarly, in 
Section 2.3 we elucidate the Hille-Yosida condition with respect to sets of 
type 4. 
In Section 3.1 we prove stability estimates of the form 
llB”ll < yLn’ (for n 2 1) (1.3) 
under the Kreiss condition with respect to sets W of type q. Here y depends 
only on W and q, whereas the exponent p is given by 
1 
p=l-- 
1+q 
for O<q<m. (1.4 
In Section 3.2 we present a variant of these stability estimates for the case 
where the upper bound Ld(<, W )- ’ in (1.1) is replaced by Ld(c, W)-l-u, 
with (Y > 0. Moreover, we give a counterexample which shows that, in 
general, the exponent given by (1.4) is sharp. 
In Section 4 we derive estimates of the form (1.3) under the Hille-Yosida 
condition with W of type q. Again y depends only on W and q, but now 
p=max (),A_’ 
i 2 I+q 1 for O<q <a. (1.5) 
Section 5 contains two technical lemmas that are used in some proofs in 
Sections 2 and 3. 
A concise illustration of the estimates of the Sections 3, 4 is obtained by 
choosing W equal to the closed disk with center 5 and radius 1 - 15 1, where 
~~@,O<~~~<l.ThissetWisoftypeqwithq=l.Inviewof(1.4),the 
Kreiss condition (1.1) implies the estimate 
llB”ll < yLnl/’ (for n > l), 
whereas, by (1.5), the Hille-Yosida condition (1.2) implies strong stability: 
llB”ll < YL (for n 2 1). 
In these two estimates y only depends on 5 (and not on s, n, L, or the norm 
II - II). 
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We note that some of the conclusions at which we arrive in this paper 
apply equally well to the elements of Banach algebras, instead of s X s 
matrices B. We have formulated our material, however, in terms of matrices, 
since applications of the estimates established in this paper are expected to 
lay mainly in the latter field. In Spijker and Straetemans (1995) our estimates 
will be applied to actual numerical processes for solving initial(-boundary) 
value problems in ordinary and partial differential equations. 
2. RESOLVENT CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT TO SUBSETS OF 
THE UNIT DISK 
2.1. Suhets of the Unit Disk of Type y 
Let 51, 52,. . . > [,,, be complex numbers with modulus I gjI = 1 for 1 -< j 
< m, and let the unit disk again be denoted by 
We assume 
\V is a closed subset of D; (al) 
The intersection of W with the unit circle (5 1 = 1 
consists of the points {,, t,, . . . , 5 ,,,. (2.lb) 
Let 4 > O be a given real constant. We consider the situation where the 
distance between the points 5 E W and the unit circle is not smaller than a 
multiple of I( - $~I’+“, for 5 close to tj, i.e., 
There exist positive PO, Pi such that 1 - ItI > PlI 5 - ejI’+” 
whenevertEW,I ~j<mlt-~,l~Po. (2.2) 
DEFINITION 2.1. A set \lr is said to be of type q if the conditions (2.0, 
(2.2) are fulfilled. 
Below we shall present two useful conditions that are equivalent to (2.2). 
In order to formulate these conditions we need some notation, which we 
introduce first. 
For complex J’ # 0 we choose Arg( 51, the principal value of the argu- 
ment, in the interval (- rr, rr], and we put ArdO) = 0. 
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Further, we define (a = &,, and, without loss of generality, assume that 
S,,, = tj exp(2iqi) with 5 > 0 (j=O,l,..., mll), 
where 
a, + u1 + .** +a,_, = 7r. 
We put a, = r_ra and introduce, for 1 <j Q m, the sectors 
We define subsets W, of the unit disk by 
G 1 - aIArg( &Jr’) I”‘), (2.3a) 
where we restrict 6 to the values 
0 < 6 < w-q. (2.3b) 
We shall deal with the following two conditions on the set W: 
There exist positive ya, yr such that 151 < 1 - YIIArd&“:l)lL+q 
whenever 5 E W, 1 < j < m, IArg( 66: ’ )I < yo. 
(2.4) 
There is a set W, of the form (2.3) such that W c W, . (2.5) 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume (2.1). Then the three conditions (2.21, (2.41, and 
(2.5) are equivalent to each other. 
Each of the three equivalent conditions (2.2), (2.4), (2.5) has some 
advantages over the other two: The condition (2.2) has a quite simple 
structure in that only distances (and no arguments) in the complex plane are 
involved; further, (2.2) is useful in certain applications of the results of this 
paper (see Spijker and Straetemans, 1995). The condition (2.4) allows of a 
transparent geometrical interpretation; it says that the contact of W and the 
unit circle is of order q. The condition (2.5) will be useful in deriving our 
stability estimates (in Sections 3, 4). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. 
(1) Assume (2.2). Choose y0 E (0,7r/2) so small that, for 1 <j G m, the 
sets 
Hj=(5:1_ro~IiI~“IArg(15i~‘)I ) G Yo 
lie within the corresponding disks { 5 : I[ - <jI < &). Let 5 E W n Hi and 
8 = Arg( &$’ ). Then 
151 =G I - Pi15 - s,l”“, 
and 
IF ‘$jl =I1 - 151eioI > min{ll - peiel:O < p < 1) = lsin 81 > 4181, 
so that 
Consequently, (2.4) holds with 7, = min[ &(2/5~)~‘4, yO’f1. 
(2) Assume (2.4). Since the sets 
are compact, the quantity 
??=inf{lJ- tl:l[l = l&t~ T, U Tz U *** UT,,,} 
is positive. We see that W C W, with 6 = min{y,, •~-‘-~,2-~~-‘-~), 
which proves (2.5). 
(3) Assume (2.5). We shall complete the proof by establishing (2.2). Let 
6 = 15 1 t.eie with 8 = Arg( &$;-‘>. By Taylor series expansion around 0 = 0 
one easi y sees that .i 
15 - s,l” = (1 - I# + l&10” + 8(@) 
uniformly for 15 I < 1, 1 < j < m. In view of (2.5) we can choose PO > 0 so 
small that, for 
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the inequality 6 ( 8 I1+y < 1 - I[ 1 holds. This inequality implies 
8” < a-“(1 - lc$ 
2 
with 
a=l+q. 
We insert this upper bound for 8 2 in the above expression for I 5 - t$“, and 
we raise both members of the resulting inequality to the power (1 + 9)/2. 
This yields 
15 - S,l’+’ G ((1 - 151)" + 8[(1 - Itl)ya =G (PJ’(l - It+ 
where p1 is a positive constant as required in (2.2). ??
2.2. Interpretations of the Kreiss Resolvent Condition with Respect to 
Sets of Type q 
Let B be an arbitrary s X s matrix, and let 11. II be a norm on Vs. In 
elucidating the Kreiss resolvent condition (1.1) we shall make use of the 
following definition [cf. Reddy and Trefethen (1990, 1992), Trefethen (19951, 
Dorsselaer et al. (1993)]. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The ??-pseudospectrum of B is the set of all A E @ for 
which an E E 6I’,,‘, with 11 El1 < E, exists such that h is an eigenvalue of 
B + E. 
The following three conditions on the matrix B will be related to each 
other in the subsequent theorem: 
W is a set of type 9, and L a constant such that the 
Kreiss resolvent condition (1.1) is fulfilled; (2.6) 
??0 > 0, L, > 0, and W, [see (2.3)] are such that 
tZ -B is regular for all 5 E C \ W,, and I]([1 - 
B)-‘11 < L,d([, W,)-’ for all 5 with 0 < d(l, W,> 
G eg; (2.7) 
W is a set of type 9, and L a constant such that, for 
each E > 0, the ??-pseudospectrum of B is contained 
intheset{&‘:l=t+nwith (~W,n~C,and 
IgIG LE). (2.8) 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let tj and q be as in Section 2.1, and B E c’,‘. 
(a) Let II*II be an arbitrary norm on the vector space @‘,‘. Then (2.6) 
implies (2.7) with ??O = ~0, L, = L, and S only depending on W and q. 
Conversely, (2.7) ’ pl am ies (2.6) with W = Ws and L = cOL,, where cc, only 
depends on Q, W,, and q. 
(b) Let II-II be a matrix norm induced by a vector norm on @“. Then (2.6) 
and (2.8) are equivalent. 
This theorem provides us with two new conditions equivalent to the 
Kreiss condition when W is of type q. The theorem is closely related to 
material presented in Reddy and Trefethen (1992). The condition (2.8) allows 
of a straightforward intuitive interpretation, whereas (2.7) is very useful in 
proving stability estimates [see Section 3.1 of the present paper and Spijker 
and Straetemans (I995)]. 
Proof (If Theorem 2.4. 
(1) Part (b) of the theorem is an easy consequence of the fact that, when 
I] . I] is induced by a vector norm on C’, A belongs to the e-pseudospectrum if 
and only if 
hisaneigenvalueof B or II(AZ - B)-‘ll > ??-l 
[see Reddy and Trefethen (1990, 1992) or Dorsselaer et al. (1993)]. 
(2) Assume (2.6). In view of Theorem 2.2, there is a set W, <only 
dependingonWandq)withWcW~.For~EC\Ws wehaved(l,W)-’ 
< d( 5, W,)-‘, so that (2.7) holds with e0 = 00, L, = L. 
(3) Assume (2.7), and put W = W,. We shall prove (2.6) by using the 
integral representation 
(zZ - B)-’ = &$i - S)-‘(U - B)-‘d5 
(for z E @withd(z,W) > eg), 
where I = Ii + I, + **. +I,,, is the positively oriented curve composed of 
the segments 5 = (5 : C E Sj with I {I = 1 - S]Arg( Q$:1)]1+9 + ea/2). In 
view of (2.7) and Lemma 5.1 we have 
II(iZ - B)-lII < L,d( c,w)-’ < ~L,(cE,)-’ for 5E r, 
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where c is specified in Lemma 5.1. Taking norms in our integral representa- 
tion, we arrive at 
II(zZ - B))lII < (rce,))‘L,/lz - [l-lld~l for d(z,W) > eO. 
l- 
Let d(z, W> > e0 and [ E I. Choosing 5 E W with I( - tJ 1 = ??o/2, we 
obtainlz-tl~llz-~1-1~-~1~d(z,W)-E0/2~~d(~,W),sothat 
Iz - [I-’ < 2d(z,W)-‘. 
Inserting this inequality in the above upper bound for 1KzZ - B>-lll, there 
follows 
lb - B)-‘11 < ciL,d( z, W)-’ for d(z,W) > eO, 
where c1 equals the product of 2(7rce,,)-’ and the length of I. Conse- 
quently, (2.6) holds with L = cO L,, c,, = max{l, cl}. ??
2.3. Interpretations of the Hille-Yosida Resolvent Condition with 
Respect to Sets of Type q 
We start with some definitions that will be used in the subsequent to 
elucidate the Hille-Yosida condition. 
For V c C we denote by dV the boundary of V, and by corn@ > the 
convex hull (i.e. the intersection of all convex sets containing V ). 
Let 5 belong to the boundary dV of an arbitrary convex set V c @. If w 
is a real constant such that 
Re{e-““( 5 - 6)) G 0 forall [EV, 
then w is called a normal direction to V at 5. 
For given s X s matrices B and norms 11. II on c’,‘, we shall use the 
following definition (cf. Dorsselaer et al., 1993; Lenferink and Spijker, 1990; 
Spijker, 1993). 
DEFINITION 2.5. The L-numerical range of B, denoted by T[B, Ll, is 
equal to the intersection of all disks (/J’ : 5 E C, I[ - ~1 < p}, where 7 E C, 
p > 0 are such that 
]I( B - y~)~ll < Lpk for k = 1,2,3,. . . . 
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We deal with the following three conditions on s X s matrices B: 
W is a set of type q, and L is a constant such that B 
satisfies the Hille-Yosida resolvent condition (1.2). 
The constant L and the set W, [see (2.3)] are such 
that, for all [ E @, Ilexp[ [Bill Q L expIRe((5 )I 
whenever 5 is a boundary point of V = conviW6) at 
which w = - Arg( f ) is a normal direction. 
V is a set of type q, and L is a constant such that 
T[B,L]cV. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
THEOREM 2.6. Let 5 and q be as in Section 2.1, and B E c’,‘. 
(a) Let II . II be an arbitrary norm on the vector space c’,‘. Then (2.9) 
implies (2.10) with 6 @ending only on Wand q. Conversely, (2.10) implies 
(2.9) with W = cor&W,>. 
(b) Let II - II be a norm on the vector space c’,’ which is submultiplica- 
tive (i.e., llAIA,lI Q ll AllI IIAzll for all A,, A, E c’s’). Then (2.9) implies 
(2.11) with V = co&W). Conversely, 8 the norm II * II is submultiplicative 
and IlZll < L, then (2.11) implies (2.9) with W = V. 
This theorem is closely related to material presented in Lenferink and 
Spijker (1990) and Spijker (1993). A ccording to the theorem, the Hille-Yosida 
condition (1.2), with W of type q, can be interpreted as a bound on the 
exponential function exp[ {B] [see (2.10)], or as an inclusion for the L- 
numerical range [see (2.101. The interpretation (2.10) will be used in Sec- 
tion 4. 
Proof c>f Theorem 2.6. 
(1) We use the notation 
B(t,w) =e -iw( B - CZ). 
Assume (2.9). By Theorem 2.2 there is a set W,, depending only on W and q, 
such that B satisfies the Hille-Yosida condition with respect to W,. Hence, 
(1.2) also holds with W replaced by V = conv(W8>. This version of (1.2) is 
equivalent to 
AZ - B( 5, o) is invertible, and ll[AZ - B([, w>]-~II 
< LKk (for k = 1,2,3,. . .> whenever h > 0, 5 E 
dV, and w is a normal direction to V at 5. (2.12) 
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For any given [ f 0 we choose 5 E d V at which 6.1 = - Arg( 5 > is a normal 
direction. We have 
From (2.12) we see that this limit does not exceed L. This proves (2.10). 
(2) Assume (2.10). Then 
whenever 5 = hepio, A > 0, and w is a normal direction to V at 5 E dV. 
Using the formula 
[AZ - B( 5, co)] -k = 
1 
/ 
mtk- le-“fe’B(S. w) &, 
(k - l)! a 
we see that (2.12) holds with V = conv(Ws). Therefore, (1.2) is satisfied, with 
W replaced by V. Since conv(W8> is of type 9, the matrix B satisfies (2.9) 
with W = conv(Wa). 
(3) Let the norm 11. II be submultiplicative, and assume (2.9). The matrix 
B satisfies the Hille-Yosida condition with constant L with respect to the set 
V = co&W ). By letting 14’ I + 00 in this condition, we see that L > llZ1l. 
Theorem 2.1 of Lenferink and Spijker (1990) tells us that a Hille-Yosida 
condition, with respect to a convex set V and with a constant L > II 111, 
implies T[ B, L] c V. Since conv(W) is of type 9, the condition (2.11) is 
fulfilled. 
(4) Let the norm 11. II be submultiplicative, and assume L z IlZll. Accord- 
ing to Theorem 2.1 in Lenferink and Spijker (19901, the matrix B satisfies 
the Hille-Yosida condition with constant L with respect to the set r[ B, L]. 
Therefore, (2.11) implies (2.9) with W = V. ??
3. STABILITY ESTIMATES UNDER THE KREISS RESOLVENT 
CONDITION 
3.1. Conditions for Weak and Strong Stability 
The following theorem gives stability estimates under the Kreiss resolvent 
condition. The proof relies on Theorem 2.4, Lemma 5.1, and integral 
representations for Z?” that have similarity to those used e.g. by Palencia and 
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Garcia-Archilla (1993), Lenferink and Spijker (19911, and Lubich and Nevan- 
linna (1991). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S, and 9 be as in Section 2.1, and W of type 9. Then 
there is a constant 7, depending only on W and 9, such that 
1 
llB”ll ,< yLn” (fern > l), with p = 1 - - 
1+9’ 
whenever L > 0, s > 1, 11. )I is a norm on the vector space C,‘,‘, and the 
.r X s matrix B satisfies (1.1). 
Proof. 
(1) Assume (1.1). In view of Theorem 2.4, there is a set W,, depending 
only on W and 9, such that (1.1) also holds with W replaced by Ws. We write 
B” = &/,Y( 3Z- B)-‘d5, 
where r is a positively oriented Jordan curve with W, in its interior. 
(2) Assume first m = 1, ti = 1. We choose r symmetric with respect to 
the real axis; the section of r with nonnegative imaginary part consists of the 
curves A,,, A, given by 
A,,:[= (1 - 68 I+7 + e)eiO for0 < 8 Q BO, 
Ai : 4’ = (1 - SB’+y/2)eiB for 8, < 0 < r. 
Here 8, E (0, rr) will be specified below, and E = (S/2)0i+q. In view of the 
symmetry of r th e above integral representation yields 
II B”ll < W’L( I, + II), 
with zj = / l~l”d(~,w,)-lId[l (j =O,l). 
A, 
Along Aj we have Id5 I < c,ld6’ 1, with 
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Applying Lemma 5.1, we thus obtain 
e-l-9 de, 
where cr = 2c,-,(~6)-~ depends only on 6 and q. Choosing 8, = np-l, we 
obtain 
I, < cl “exp f 
j 0 0 
and 
e-1-q de G c,n Pcexp( -!!.+r-‘7dX. 
Hence I, + I, < +yanP, with y,, depending only on S and 4. Combining this 
inequality with the above upper bound for II B”ll, we obtain llB”ll Q yLnP, 
with y as required. 
(3) It is clear that the stability estimate just proved for m = 1, &r = 1 
remains valid for m = 1 and general 5r with I ,fll = 1. In the general case, 
m > 2, the parts of I lying in the sectors Sj (see Section 2.1) equal 
I, j + Ir j with 
rO,j: 5 = (I - 6lel’+~ + ??)tjeie if --q-r G 8 Q aj, (81 G e,, 
rl,j: [ = (1 - ale11+9/2)~jeiB if -aj_r Q 8 G aj, lel 2 8,. 
Here1~j~m,E=8e0’+q/2,ande0=n . p- ’ Our integral representation 
for B” yields 
llB”ll Q 77-‘L E (Io,j + Il,j)> 
j=l 
where, as in part (2) of the proof, I,, j and I,, j are integrals of I t I”d( 5, W,>-’ 
along the parts of I,,, j and Ir, j where the local parameter 8 is nonnegative. 
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Invoking again Lemma 5.1, in order to bound d( 5, W,)- ‘, we arrive at 
l0.j + I1.j G YonP with the same constant y0 as in part 2. We thus have 
l]B”l[ < yLnP, with y = ~‘my,,. ??
3.2. A Generalization and a Counterexample 
As in Friedland (1981), Reddy and Trefethen (1992), and Tadmor (19811, 
one may consider, for (Y > 0, the following variant of the Kreiss resolvent 
condition: 
51 - B is invertible, and Il(lZ - B)-‘ll Q Ld([, W)-lmrr 
for all 5 E @ \ W. (3.11 
THEOREM 3.2. 
(Y > 0, and 
Let tj and 9 be as in Section 2.1, and W of type 9. Let 
p=lfa- 1 
1+9’ 
Then there is a constant 7, depending only on W, 9, and (Y, such that (1.3) 
holds whenever L > 0, s > 1, II* II is a norm on the vector space a=‘~‘, and 
the s x s matrix B satisfies (3.1). 
This theorem yields a generalization of Theorem 3.1 to the case of the 
resolvent condition (3.1). We omit the proof, since it consists in a straightfor- 
ward modification of the above proof in Section 3.1. 
Kraaijevanger (1994) gave a very interesting counterexample involving 
matrices B, with 11 B”I( > cn and fixed c > 0, under the resolvent condition 
(1.1) with W = D. The following theorem is a nontrivial extension of Kraaije- 
vanger’s result to sets W of type 9. It shows that the exponent p given in 
Theorem 3.1 is sharp. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 9 > 0 be given, and dejke, for all n X n matrices 
A = (ajk), the norm of A by 
IlAll = max{lLyI,l + laj,l + *a* +laj,,l:j = 1,2 ,..., n}. 
Then constants L > 0, c > 0 and a set W of type 9 exist such that, for each 
n > 1, there is an n X n matrix B satisfying both (1.1) and the inequality 
1 
II B”ll 2 cnp with p = 1 - - 
1+9’ 
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Proof. 
(1) Let n 2 1 b e given. Following Kraaijevanger (1994), we define n X n 
matrices P,, P,, . . . , P, as follows: 
‘1 = Caij) with oil = 1 for 1 Q i < n, and qj = 0 otherwise. 
Further, for 2 < k < n, 
‘k = Caij) 
with 
ai,k-l = -1, q k = 1 for k < i < n, and cqj = 0 otherwise. 
One easily verifies that 
p,P,=o (jzk), p,pj=pj, P, + P, + e-0 +P, = 1. 
We choose a f=ed set W according to (5.la) with 6 = (27r-‘-q, and we 
use the notation (5.lb). Let 
tj = (j - 1)7r/n, Aj =f(t,) (1 <j f n). 
The theorem will be proved with 
B = h,P, + h,P, + --* +h,P,. 
(2) For J E C \ W th e matrix [I - B is invertible, and using the 
notation (5.2a) we obtain 
(51 - q-r = t &(tj)p, 
j=l 
= ‘i’( [+<(tj) - ,i!+l)]ilpk) + 4[(t,)~lpk’ 
j=l 
Since 
IlPl + *** +Pjll = 1 for 1 <j<n, 
there follows 
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where A, is given by (5.2b). Let K be as in Lemma 5.2. We see that B 
satisfies (1.1) with L = 1 + K. This constant L depends only on q (and not 
on n). 
(3) One easily sees that 
=I(h,)“l + ‘1&l)” - (Aj+l)‘Ll- 
j=l 
Putting g(t) = (1 - 8t’+q)“, we thus obtain 
n-1 
IIB”II = g(t,) + jFl [g(‘j) +g(tj+l)] a jclR(tj) ’ tLTg(t)dr. 
Since I - x > exp(-2x) for 0 < x Q i, we have 
g(t) > exp( -26&l+“) for O<t<r, 
and therefore 
1 1 77 
11 B”[I > cn’ with 
p 
= 1 - - 
1sq “=G 
/ exp( -26x’+‘~) dx. 
0 
Since c depends only on q, the proof of the theorem is complete. W 
4. STABILITY ESTIMATES UNDER THE HILLE-YOSIDA 
RESOLVENT CONDITION 
The following theorem gives stability estimates under the condition (1.2). 
The proof relies on Theorem 2.6 and an integral representation for B” that 
has similarity to one used by Bonsall and Duncan (1980, p. 41). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let El and q be as in Section 2.1, and W of type q. Then 
there is a constant 7, depending only on W and q, such that 
llB”11 < yLnp (fern 2 l), 
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whenever L > 0, s 2 1, (1. I( is a norm on the vector space C’,‘, and the 
s X s matrix B satisfies (1.2). 
Proof. We assume, with no loss of generality, that q > 1. Let B satisfy 
(1.2). 
For any p > 0 we have the integral representation 
B” = z/(i))“-‘exp(lB)di, 
2rri r (4.1) 
where I is the positively oriented circle 15 1 = p, and i denotes the complex 
conjugate of 5. 
By virtue of Theorem 2.6 there is a set V = conv(W8), depending only on 
W and q, such that 
IIexp( iB)ll < Lexp[Re( (l)] for 5 = peiw (4.2) 
if o is a normal direction to V at 5 E aV. 
We shall use the notation of Section 2.1, and we put 
q=rns, for 1 <j <m. 
Further, we define 
r(t) = 1 - 61tl’+q for -flr<t<3T. 
Let 5 = peiW E rj be given. In order to apply (4.2) to this 5 we write 
5 = pe”yj, with - uj_r < 8 < a;.. 
It can be seen that there exists a 5 on dV n Sj such that o is a normal 
direction to V at point e. A 1’ 1 itt e calculation shows that 5 can be written in 
the form 
iJ = r( t)eit .$, (4.3a) 
where t E ( - crj_ 1, aj> depends continuously on 8 E [ - uj _ i, ojJ, and 
tan a(t) = - 3. (4.3b) 
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Inserting (4.3a) into (4.2) we obtain 
IIexp(iB)II ( Lexp[r(t)pReei(‘-e)]. 
Applying this inequality for all 5 E rJ, there follows 
/( ) l - -“-iexp(iB)di < Lp-‘/’ exp[r(t)p] do, II (4.4) r, -q,m1 
where, in the last integral, t depends on the integration variable 8 via the 
relations (4.3b). 
By differentiating both members of the last equality in (4.3b) one obtains 
-r”(t)‘(t) + [tqt)]” 
a’(t) = [r(t)]” + p(t)]” ’ 
and, by using the first equality in (4.3b), there follows 
g-O= [r(t)]’ + 2[#(t)]” - ?-“(t)?-(t) 
[r(t)]” + [ryt)]” . 
The last expression is positive, and can be bounded from above, uniformly for 
all t E [ - T, T], by some constant K which depends only on S and q. 
Therefore 
/ ’ -oj-, exp[r(t)p] d0 < K/r exp[r(t)P] dt = 2&P~~exp(--6pt’+‘~)dt -77 
Q 2KMbp-i”‘+4’, 
with M = /,“exp(-Sri+g)dr. 
In view of (4.11, (4.4) we obtain 
IIB”ll d 7 * L . n! f”,P p- l/C’ +9). 
Choose p = 12, and recall from Stirling’s formula that 
n! Q (./,)“& 
There follows l/B”11 < -yLn’, p = i - l/(1 + q), with y depending only on 
W and q. ??
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5. TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
In the following we assume that 
use the notation of that section. 
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tj and q are as in Section 2.1, and we 
Our first lemma provides us with a transparent upper bound for the 
quantity d(l, W>-’ occurring in (1.1) when W = W,. This upper bound has 
been used in the proofs of Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. 
Then 
Let W, be given by (2.3), and { E Sj \ W, , 8 = Argi 4’47’ ). 
d(f,W,) > c(kl- 1 + Gl~l'+~) 
l- &T'+9 
with c = 
1 + 6(1 + q)7r9 ’ 
Proof. We first deal with the case where m = 1 and ti = 1. Since W, is 
symmetric with respect to the real axis, it is sufficient to consider 5 = 15 leie 
with 0 < 8 < rr, 151 > 1 - So1+9. 
With the definitions 
r(t) = 1 - 6t’+q, f(t) = r(t)e”‘, and V = {f(t) :0 < t < T}, 
we have 
d( 6,W,) = d( l>V>. 
In order to estimate d( 5, V) we consider the tangent line to V at point 
f(t), given by 
Z(t) = {&[=f(t) + hf’(t)with --03 < A <m}. 
Since f’(t) = [r’(t) + ir(t)]eit, we see that the angle P(t) between the line 
Z(t) and the positive real axis can be written in the form 
p(t) = y(t) + t with y(t) = Arg[r’(t) + ir(t)]. 
For 0 Q t < T we have r(t) > 0 and r’(t) < 0, so that 
?r 
2 < y(t) < T 
r(t) 
with tan?(t) = - 
r’(t) ’ 
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By differentiating both members of the last equality one obtains 
y’(t) = 
r’(t)?-‘(t) - f-“(t)?-(t) 
?-‘(t)?-‘(t) + r(t)r(t) ’ 
so that y'(t) > 0 for 0 < t < T. Consequently, P(t) is monotonic increasing 
for 0 < t < n-. 
This monotonicity can be seen to imply 
d(C,V) all- bol, 
where & is the projection of C = I&’ leie on the line Z(0). By using the 
formulas 
I(- &I =I&-f(~)lsin[~- r(e)], 
sin y( 0) = r( e)[r( f3)” + [ r’( 0)]‘}-i” 
one easily arrives at the inequality in Lemma 5.1. 
It is evident that the inequality established for m = 1, 5, = 1 is also valid 
for m = 1 and general 6, with 1 (II = 1. 
By using some simple geometric arguments one sees that the inequality 
proved for m = 1 is still valid for general m > 1. ??
Our second lemma deals with W = W,, where m = 1, 5, = 1, i.e. 
W={5:5~a:uithIEl41-_S/Arg(S)I’+‘}, 
4 > 0, 0 < 6 < 7YPq. (5.la) 
Clearly, the boundary of W is equal to the range of the function 
f(t) = (1 - 61tl’+‘)e” for -Tr<t<lT. (5.lb) 
For any given 5 E Cc \ W, the function 
WI = 15 -f(t)1 -’ for -7T<ttTi- (5.2a) 
specifies a curve with length 
(5.2b) 
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(5.3) 
and I[ -f<t>l-” < d([, WIm2, we see that A, = B(d( 5, W j-2 1. 
The following lemma provides a distinct improvement over the last 
estimate, for 5 close to W. The lemma has been essential in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume (5.11, (5.2). Then there is a constant K, depending 
only on 6 and q, such that for all f E @ \ W 
A,< K.d(l,w)-‘. (54 
Proof. 
(1) From (5.3) we have A, < 2n/+d(l, Wjm2, with 
p1 = max{lf’(t)I: --m< t < 7r). 
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove (5.4) for 5 close to W. Moreover, by using 
a compactness argument, one sees that it is sufficient to prove (5.4) for 5 in 
some neighborhood of each individual 5 E d W. Let t,, E d, W be given. We 
have to show that there is an E > 0 such that (5.4) holds for all 5 belonging 
to 
V(E) = {l:[E c\w &Il- 5ol < E}. 
(2) We first assume & = f(t,) with - 7~ < t, < T. For any T > 0 we 
have 
A, = I, + I, 
with 
4, = /, If’(t) 1 .I 5 -f(t) l-2 dt> 1, = / If’(t)I~15-f(t)l-2dt~ 
0 TI 
where 
T, = (t : -T < t < T, It - t,[ > T}, 
T, = {t : -T < t < T, It - to\ Q T}. 
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We choose T > 0 so small that 
If’(t) -f’(t’)I G 3P(t)l 
for all t, i’ E [ --7~, 7r] with It - ~71 < 27. (5.5) 
Since j’(t) # to on T,, we can choose E > 0 with 
If(t) - to 1 > 2~ forall t ET,. (5.6) 
Let l E V(E) be go ‘ven. In view of (5.6) we have, for all t E T,, 
If(t) - 51 >/f(l) - 501 - 15 - 5” I 2 E* 
Hence, the integrand of I, can be bounded by pie-‘, which yields 
I, < K,d( C, W)-’ with K,, = 2rr/~.,e-‘. (5.7) 
In order to bound I, we choose ti such that 
ti.ET, and Il-f(ti.)I=min(]&‘-f(t)]:t~T,}. 
For t E T, we have 
Is-f(t)1 =Ir-&II* 1 - ‘:‘!;;;;)I 
= IL-f( % )I / . 1 - fTtJt -G) [l + a(t)] ,l -fW 
where, in view of (5.5), 
Using this inequality and the fact that 
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one obtains, after a small calculation, 
where 
I5 -f(t)l-2 < 4) 5 -f(ti))2(1 + x2>-‘, 
Inserting the last inequality into the integrand of I, there follows 
xL,(l + x2)-ld(l 5-f(t,)l-‘lf’($>l(t - ti)). 
From this we obtain 
with 
I, =z K,d( LW)-‘> (5-8) 
K, = 4/-G& j_m~$-p~ p0 = minIIf’(t -7r < t < 7r). 
Combining (5.7) and (5.81, we obtain (5.4), with K = K, + K,, for all 
5 E V(E). 
(3) We finally assume t,, = f< - r) = f(r). We choose T > 0 according 
to (5.51, and we write 
A, = I,, + I, + I, 
with Z3 = j If’(t)I.IC-f(t)1-2dt (j =0,1,2). 
T, 
Here 
T, = (t : ItI < T - T}, T, = {t: -n-<t 6 -T+ T}, 
T, = {t: T-r<ttlT 1. 
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We choose E > 0 again according to (5.6), which yields (5.7). Both I, and I, 
can be bounded in the same way as I, was bounded in part (2). We arrive at 
I, < K,d([, W)-‘, I, < K,d((, W)-‘, with K, as defined in (5.8). Hence, 
(5.4) holds, with K = K, + 2 K,, for all 6 E V(E). ??
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